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1. A : I'm tired

B : Me too. Let's hit the __________?

① bricks ② hay ③ bars ④ spot

2. The bankteller( ) $ 100,000 from the bank where he worked

and used it for his personal investment in stocks?

① embezzled ② eluded ③ embraced ④ extenuated

3. A : How were you able to think up such a lovely song?

B : I just come up with it

① On the tip of my tongue.

② By the skin of my teeth

③ off the top of my head

④ like the back of my hand

4. 밑줄에 들어갈 말은?

A : Daniel, can we talk for a minute?

B : sure , just ______ a minute while

I finish printing this?

① come up ② hang on

③ hold up ④ call on

5. when lava reaches the surface, its temperature can be ten

times ( ) boiling water?

① higher than ② as high as

③ higher than that of ④ the highest of

6. ( ) that recession will be over soon shows?

① Statistic show ② Statistics shows

③ Statistic show ④ Statistics show

7. Our hostess broke the ice the moment she began to serve the

refreshments

① broke the ice into piece for the drinks.

② put end to an awkward situation.

③ failed to entertain the guests.

④ introduced herself to the guests.

8. Brown and his wife are always bickering.

① hugging ② dancing ③ joking ④ arguing

9. 다음 대화에서 어법상 틀리거나 어색한 부분을 고르시오.

① John gets mad then he loses, doesnt he?
② Yes, he isn't a very good loser Barbara accepts defeat more

easily than him

③ What is that?

④ Well, John takes everything very seriously.

10. Most witches believe in reincarnation, which is also called the

transmigration of the soul. Globally, there are many people who

believe in reincarnation, Reincarnation is a short of cosmic

recycling, like water into ice into fog into water. We die, our

energy returns to the Matrix and we are re-formed, born anew.

We with each incrarnation.

①believe in new life

②remember our previous life

③get a new personality

④always become the same self

11. Cooking with our organic products means your great-tasting

recipes stay tasting great. Stone Farm products are perfect

additions to every recipe because they are made only with all

natural and organic ingredients. Our products never contain the

chemicals or preservatives that can ruin the taste of food. After

all, your family recipes should be delicious to eat and__________.

①economical to make

②wholesome for everyone

③preserved for weeks

④simple to teach

12. 다음 보기문장이 가장 자연스럽게 이어질 수 있는 곳은?

보기 :The doctors then caused the subjects to feel a certain

amount of pain by tieing a band tightly around their arms

①Some doctors recently carried out several experiments to

evaluate the efficentiveness of different analgesics ②They did

every experiment with three groups of people

③One group took one of the pain-killing drugs which were being

tested, another took no drug and the third took a placebo, that is,

a pill containing only sygar

④when the doctors compared the period time that the people

were able to, tand the pain, They found that there were no

significant variations among the periods of tolerance of groups.

(13~14) 다음지문을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

Most pelple read short stories Magazines. newspapers. and books.

printed in millions of copies every month. regularly supply the

demand for short fiction. Today. in the United States the short

story is overwhelmingly the most popular form of current

literature.

Perhaps it is the modern manner of living that insistently

demands that all current fiction be short. Automobile. jet plane.

telephone. and telefraph all bow at the altar of speed. And

literature shares its place in the favor of the crowd with

amusements undreamed of a hundred years ago. The time for

leisurely reading of ten-volume novels appears to have passed

with the horse and buggy and the pony express. T도 fiction

readers demand a literary form that suits their moods and habits.

Long introductions. leisurely discourses on philosophy. and

detailed descriptive passages become the special joy of a

particular kind of reader. whereas the crowd chooses the short

story. Small wonder. then. that many writers have turned their



talents to the short story

13. According to the passage, short stories are popular in the

United States today primarily because they

① appear in popular magazines and newspapers

② are in abundant supply

③ are well suited to a fast pace of living

④ can be purchased on planes

14. It can be inferred from the passage that authors might choose

to write short stories because the short stories would

① earn more money than a novel

② take less time to write than a novel

③ increase the author's popularity

④ have a wider potential readership

(15~17) 다음지문을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

To : All Staff

FROM : Executive Director Zhang Lee

We regret to inform you that after 20yeats of service to Sunny

Transportation, with the last five as President and CEO, Daniel

Weiss is stepping down to become the

Executive Director of the renowned Air Transportation Museum.

During his tenure as President, Mr. Weiss oversaw the

development of the Cloud Nine commercial helicopter, a product

that brought Sunny Transportation into the global market. In

addition, sales of our single-engine Mini-Turbo planes doubled,

Thanks to Mr.Weiss'efforts. We thank him for his significant

contributions to the company and wish him well in his future

endeavors.

15. What is the purpose of this memo?

① To announce a resignation ② To advertise an exhibition

③ To solicit suggestions ④ To outline regulations

16. What does Sunny Transportation produce?

① Commuter trains ② Shuttle buses

③ Aircraft ④ Satellites

17. What does the memo say about the Mini-Turbo?

① Its design was recently upgraded

② It has been replaced by a newer model

③ Its sales have increased.

④ It is part of a museum display

※ 다음 지문을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.(18~20)

The "Dear jim" letter from IBM Chairman Louis Gerstner to

Lotus

Development Corp. President Jim P. Manzi was brief,

unprecedented - and prtentially momentous. IBM, Gerstner said,

planned to acquire Lotus for $3.3 billion in cash, the largest offer

ever made for a software company and the first time big blue

had

mounted a hostile takeover. At $60 a share, nearly double what

Lotus had been selling for, it was a preemptive strike. the

stunning thrust signaled that the newly resurgent IBM, which

reported record profits in its first quarter this year, was

preparing to take on Microsoft, the undisputed leader of personal

computer soft ware, in an effort to change the way people use

computer. For Gerstner, who has been quietly stabilizing and

reorganizing the world's largest computer company since coming

from tobacco and food conglomerate RJR two years ago, it was

the

first real definding moment of his tenure. His reputation could

depend on how well he carries off this daring initia tive.

18.What is the best title of the above passge?

① IBM's triumph over lotus in software sale.

② IBM's record profit in the first quarter.

③ The possibility of the merger of IBM and Lotus.

④ IBM Chairman's stunning managerial strategies.

19. What does the underlined Big Blue refer to?

① IBM ② Lotus ③ Microsoft ④ RJR

20. Choose the statement which is not true according to the

passage.

① Microsoft is the number one company in the software industry.

② IBM proposed to pay almost double the current price of Lotus

stocks.

③ Louis Gerstner, IBM Chairman, Transferred to IBM from RJR

④ IBM planned to merge Microsoft with a larger offer than that

made for Lotus.
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